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Abstract 
For a finite ordered set G let ~(G) denote the family of all distributive lattices L such that G 
both generates L and is the set of doubly irreducible lements of L. We provide a characterization 
for membership n ~(G), and by means of this characterization define a natural order relation on 
~(G). We show that this order is a boolean lattice and we describe the maximal and minimal 
elements in this lattice. The maximal element is familiar: the free distributive lattice freely 
generated by the ordered set G. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Our starting point is the following question: Is a finite distributive lattice L generated 
by an antichain G of doubly irreducible lements necessarily the free distributive lattice 
generated by G? The answer to this question is no, although the smallest counterexam- 
pie has 35 elements and requires IGI = 4. The existence of such examples leads to the 
problem of characterizing distributive lattices generated by a finite antichain of doubly 
irreducible lements and determining what connection, if any, such lattices have to free 
distributive lattices. We answer this question by dealing with the more general question 
of describing, for every finite ordered set G, which distributive lattices are generated 
by a set of  doubly irreducible elements order isomorphic to G. 
In this paper L always denotes a finite distributive lattice. The set of  join irreducible 
elements of  L is J (L) ,  and M(L)  is the set of  meet irreducibles. We follow the conven- 
tion that 0 ~J(L )  and that 1 r IM(L).  By Birkhoff's theorem, for every finite ordered 
set P there exists a distributive lattice L such that J ( L )  is isomorphic to P and that L 
is isomorphic to the lattice of down-sets of P. We let Irr(L) denote the set of  doubly 
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irreducible lements of L; thus Irr(L) = J(L)MM(L). For an ordered set P with a E P 
and X _P  we write a<~X if a<~x for all x EX. 
Let (G, ~<) be a finite ordered set with a fixed labelling of its elements. Consider 
the class cg of all distributive lattices L for which Irr(L)= G and G generates L. 
We identify two lattices L,L ~ E ¢g if there is an isomorphism from L onto L ~ that is 
the identity map on G. Let ~(G)  be the set of representatives of cg modulo this 
identification. Note that ~(G)  is a finite set of lattices and that distinct members of 
~(G)  may be isomorphic. We wish to describe ~(G).  
To keep our results robust we consider 0 and 1 in L to be generated by doubly 
irreducibles: 0= V 0 and 1 =/~ 0. Thus, if G is the 2-element ant±chain, then ~(G)  
consists of the lattices 2 × 2, 1 @ (2 × 2), (2 × 2) @ 1, and 1 • (2 × 2) @ 1. Each of 
these lattices is the free object (on 2 free generators) in a different class, respectively, 
the class of distributive lattices, distributive lattices with 0, distributive lattices with 1, 
and bounded istributive lattices. 
Monjardet and Wille [4] have the following characterization f finite distributive 
lattices L generated by Irr(L). Their characterization is in terms of J(L). 
Theorem (Monjardet and Wille). L is 9enerated by its doubly irreducible elements if 
and only if the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of J(L) is a distributive lattice. 
Our characterization involves the local behavior of elements of J(L) and the way 
Irr(L) is embedded in J(L). 
Lemma 1. Let L be a finite distributive lattice and J =J(L).  l f  x, y E J are such that 
x/x] y exists, then x/Xj y -- x/xL y. 
Proof. In L the element x/xL y is a join of join irreducibles and each of these join 
irreducibles i dominated by x/xj y. [] 
Definition 2. Let x be an element in an ordered set P. An element x± E P is called 
the conjugate ofx  in P if for all y E P exactly one of the inequalities y ~<x and y ~>x ± 
holds. 
Note that if x, y E P and x ±, y± exist in P, then x ± ~< y± if and only if x ~< y. The 
conjugate of x in P, if it exists, is the unique minimal element of P that is not ~<x. 
If P is such that x ± exists in P for every x E P, then the map x ~ x ± is an order 
isomorphism from P onto {x ± E P I x E P}. 
The following characterization f doubly irreducible lements i known. For example, 
Exercise 8.6 in [1] contains it. 
Lelmna 3. An element xE J (L )  is doubly irreducible in L if and only if x has a 
conjuoate in J(L ). 
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This leads to our characterization f finite distributive lattices generated by their 
doubly irreducible lements. 
Lenuna 4. The lattice L is generated by its doubly irreducible elements if and only 
if for every a E J=J(L) ,  
a= A{gEJIo ± exists in J and a<~o}. (1) 
J 
Proof. I fL  is generated by its set G of doubly irreducibles, then a= AL{g E G ia<<.g} 
for every a E J. Lemmas 1 and 3 give the desired reformulation of this expression. 
Conversely, suppose the displayed formula holds for every a E J. From Lemmas 1 and 3 
we see that every join irreducible lement of L is a meet in L of doubly irreducible 
elements. Thus, L is generated by its doubly irreducible lements. [] 
In [2], Em6 considers generalizations of the Monjardet-Wille Theorem to infinite 
lattices. Lemma 4.3 in [2] gives an alternate formulation of condition (1) in our 
Lemma 4. 
We use Lemma 4 to describe ~(G).  For aELE@(G) let U(a)={gEGIa<<.O}. 
For aEJ(L)  we have a= ALU(a) by virtue of Lemma 1 and Lemma 4. Let q/(L)= 
{U(a) la EJ(L)}. Thus, q/(L) is a family of up-sets of G. 
Theorem 5. The following are equivalent conditions for L,L' E ~(G). 
(1) There is an onto homomorphism h : L ~ ~ L that is the identity on G. 
(2) There is a one-to-one order embedding c~ : J(L) ~ J(L') that is the identity 
on G. 
(3) ~(L) C ~(L'). 
Proof. We know from Birkhoff's theorem that there is an onto homomorphism 
h:L '~ L that is the identity function on G if and only if there is a one-to-one order 
embedding ~b : J(L) ~ J(L') that is the identity on G. For such a ~b it is clear 
that dp(U(a))=U(c~(a)) for all aEJ(L)  and hence ql(L)C_ql(L'). This gives (1)¢* 
(2) =~ (3). If q/(L) C_ q/(L'), then for all a E J(L) we have U(a) E q/(L') so A U(a) E 
J(L'). Define the map ~b :J(L) ~ L' by q~(a)= AL, U(a). Since a>~b if and only if 
U(a) C_ U(b) we see that tk is an order embedding. Clearly ~b(g) = g for all g E G. So 
(3) ~ (2). [] 
We define a relation ~<~ on ~(G)  by L <~L' if and only if the conditions of 
Theorem 5 hold for L and U. It is clear that ~<~ is an order relation on ~(G)  - -  our 
rule for identifying members of cg insures that ~< ~ is anti-symmetric. We show that 
~(G)  is a boolean lattice under this order relation and we determine the bottom and 
top elements in this lattice. 
For an arbitrary finite ordered set G we wish to find the smallest distributive lattice 
L in ~(G).  For each g E G for which g± does not exist in G we adjoin a new element 
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to G and extend the order in an appropriate manner to obtain an ordered set J for 
which (1) of Lemma 4 obtains. We next show that this can be done so that only the 
missing 9 ± elements are adjoined. 
Let G be a finite ordered set. For g E G let C(g) denote {h E G I h ~ g}. Every C(g) 
is an up-set in G and if g<<.h, then C(h)C_ C(g). Let P (G)= {gE G[AGC(g) exists 
and AaC(g)E C(g)}. Note g EP(G) if and only if g has a conjugate in G. For each 
g E G \ P(G) create a new element 9± and let Q = G U {g ± [ g E G \ P(G)}. We define 
a binary relation ~< Q on Q by 
<~Q= <~6 U {(9±,h) lgE G\P(G), hEC(o)} 
U{(g,h±)IhEG\P(G), gEG, g<~C(h)} 
U{(g±,h±)Ig, hEG\P(G), g<<.h}. (2) 
We first claim that ~< Q is an order on Q. That ~< Q is reflexive follows immediately 
from the reflexivity of ~< in G. To show ~<Q is anti-symmetric, suppose y E G and 
x E G \ P(G), with x J- ~< 0 Y and y ~< Q x -L. From the definition of 4 Q we have y E C(x) 
and y <~ C(x). This implies x E P(G), contrary to assumption. The other cases for anti- 
symmetry are even easier. The argument for transitivity of ~< Q breaks into a number of 
cases. We handle two such, the others are similar. Suppose x E G and y,z E G \P(G) 
with x ~<Qy± and y± ~<Qz ±. From the definition of ~<Q we get x<~C(y) and y<~z. 
The latter gives C(z)C_ C(y). Thus x<~C(z), which yields x <~QZ ±, as desired. For a 
second case, consider x, zE G and yE  G\P(G), with y± <~Qx and x <~QZ. We have 
x E C(y) and x<<.z from the definitions. Thus, z E C(y) since C(y) is an up-set. Hence 
y± ~<Qz. 
The ordered set Q has the property that q E Q has a conjugate in Q if and only if 
q E G. For if g E G and g E P(G), then the element ]~6 C(g) is the conjugate of g in 
Q while for g E G \P(G) the element 9± serves. On the other hand, if g E G \ P(G), 
then C(g) has at least two minimal elements and these elements are also minimal in 
C(g ±) C_ Q. But then g J- has no conjugate in Q. 
Finally, for all qEQ we have q= AQ{gEGIq <~Qg} since i fqEG this is trivial 
and if q=g± for gEG\P(G), then q= AgC(g). So Q satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 4. 
Theorem 6. Let (G, ~<6) be an arbitrary finite ordered set and let Q=GUG ± 
with <~O as in (2). Then there exists a finite distributive lattice L, unique up to 
isomorphism, such that 
(1) L E ~(G); 
(2) J(L) with the order inherited from L is order isomorphic to (Q, <~Q), i.e., L 
is isomorphic to the lattice of down-sets of Q; 
(3) I f  L' E~(G), then L <~U. 
Proof. The first two claims follow from the construction of ~<Q and Lemma 4. To 
prove the last claim it suffices, by virtue of condition (2) of Theorem 5, to show 
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that G=Irr(L') together with the conjugates in J(L') of these elements is order 
isomorphic to Q by means of an isomorphism that is the identity on G. The sets 
P(G) and C(9) for g E G are defined as before. By hypothesis, every g E G has a 
conjugate g ± in Jt-~J(L~). Note that if g±E G, then g ± is the conjugate of g in 
G. So g ± E G if and only if 9 E P(G). We show that the order inherited from U on 
the set Q=GU{g ± IgEG\P(G)} is the same as ~Q given in (2). Let g, hEG. By 
hypothesis, g ~<L' h if and only if g ~<ch. For g±,h ± ¢[G we have g ± ~<L' ha- if and 
only if g ~<L, h if and only if g ~<ah since the map g ~ g± is an order isomorphism. 
For g± ¢ G we have g± ~<t' h if and only if h E C(g) if and only if g± ~< Q h. Finally, 
for h ± ~G we have g ~<L' h a- if and only i fg  ~<L' AL,{kEG[h ± <~L,k} if and only 
i fg  <~6C(h) if and only i fg  <~Qh ±. [] 
As an illustration of this theorem, let G be an n-element antichain. If  n --- 1 or 2, then 
Q = G. For larger n the ordered set Q may be viewed as the set of atoms and coatoms 
of the boolean lattice 2 n under the inherited order. Thus, L consists of the ordinal sum 
of two copies of 2 n in which the top element of the lower copy is identified with the 
bottom element of the upper copy, and n doubly irreducible elements are included, 
each covered by one atom in the upper boolean lattice and each covering one coatom 
in the lower boolean lattice. The lattice L has 2 n+l + n -  1 elements. L is the free 
distributive lattice when n ~< 3, but for larger n this is not the case. 
We next consider, for an arbitrary finite ordered set G, the largest lattice L E ~(G).  
Let FD(G) denote the free bounded istributive lattice generated by G. Thus G gener- 
ates the distributive lattice FD(G), the order on G is that inherited from FD(G), and if 
f is any order preserving map from G to a subset G t of a bounded istributive lattice 
L/, then f extends to a bounded homomorphism h from FD(G) to the sublattice of L' 
generated by G'. An explicit construction of FD(G) is given by Monteiro [5]. See also 
Gr~itzer [3, Theorem 26, p. 44]. In the case that G is finite the description of FD(G) 
is especially simple: FD(G) is isomorphic to the lattice of down-sets of the lattice of 
down-sets of G. 
Theorem 7. Let G be an arbitrary finite ordered set and let W be the lattice of 
all down-sets of G. Then there exists a finite distributive lattice L, unique up to 
isomorphism, such that 
(1) L E _~(G); 
(2) The ordered set of join irreducible lements of L is order isomorphic to W; 
(3) I f  LIE@(G), then L' <<.~L. 
Proof. I f  we choose L to be FD(G), then it suffices to show that every g E G is doubly 
irreducible in FD(G). Let g E G be arbitrary and consider the down-sets (g] = {x E G I 
x<~g} and D={xEGIg  ~x}. For every down-set C of G exactly one of (g]C_C or 
C C_ D holds. Thus, the condition that (g] has a conjugate in the lattice of down-sets 
of G is satisfied. D 
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Theorem 8. The set ~(G) with the order <~ is a boolean lattice. 
Proof. The largest member of ~(G)  is FD(G). For g E G let #± denote the conjugate 
of g in J(FD(G)). We know that # k always exists in J(FD(G)), although # k E G is 
possible. The set G U {9 k I g E G} with the order inherited from FD(G) is the ordered 
set Q that appears in Theorem 6. For L E ~(G)  we have Q C_J(L)C_J(FD(G)). We 
first show that i fP  is such that Q c_P C_J(FD(G)) and i l l  is such that J(L)=P, then 
LE~(G). So let P be any such subset of J(FD(G)) and L be such that J(L)=P. 
We first observe that if g k is the conjugate of g in J(FD(G)), then g k is also the 
conjugate of# in P. So every g E G has a conjugate in J(L), so G C lrr(L). Let ~b : P 
J(FD(G)) be the identity map. From Theorem 5 there exists an onto homomorphism 
h : FD(G) ---} L such that h(g)= g for all # E G. Since G generates FD(G) we see 
that G generates L. But any generating set for a lattice must include all the doubly 
irreducible lements, o G = Irr(L). Thus, L E ~(G). We next show that distinct subsets 
of J(FD(G)) give distinct members of ~(G).  Suppose Q c_p, pr C J(FD(G)) and 
J(L)=P, J (U)=U. We assume L and U are identified in ~(G),  i.e., there is an 
isomorphism h from L onto U that is the identity map on G. Let a E P be arbitrary. 
We have a = ApU(a) = ALU(a) = AFD(O) U(a). Also, U(a) = U(h(a)) holds since h 
is the identity on G. So 
h(a)=AU(h(a))=AU(a)=AU(a)= A U(a)=a. 
pt P~ L t FD(G) 
This shows P C_ U. Similarly we have Pt _C P, so P = P'. Thus ~< ~ is the order relation 
of an interval in the lattice of subsets of J(FD(G)), and is therefore boolean. [] 
The proof of Theorem 8 shows that members of ~(G)  correspond to subsets of 
J(FD(G)) that contain the set Q. The construction of FD(G) uses a bijection between 
down-sets of G and elements of J(FD(G)). Thus, the set ~(G)  and the order ~<~ are 
readily constructible from the collection of down-sets of G. 
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